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Abstract—Studying and exposing software vulnerabilities is important to ensure software security, safety, and reliability. Software engineers often inject vulnerabilities into their programs to test the reliability of their test suites, vulnerability detectors, and security measures. However, state-of-the-art vulnerability injection methods only capture code syntax/patterns, they do not learn the intent of the vulnerability and are limited to the syntax of the original dataset. To address this challenge, we propose the first intent-based vulnerability injection method that learns both the program syntax and vulnerability intent. Our approach applies a combination of NLP methods and semantic-preserving program mutations (at the bytecode level) to inject code vulnerabilities. Given a dataset of known vulnerabilities (containing benign and vulnerable code pairs), our approach proceeds by employing semantic-preserving program mutations to transform the existing dataset to semantically similar code. Then, it learns the intent of the vulnerability via neural machine translation (Seq2Seq) models. The key insight is to employ Seq2Seq to learn the intent (context) of the vulnerable code in a manner that is agnostic of the specific program instance. We evaluate the performance of our approach using 1275 vulnerabilities belonging to five (5) CWEs from the Juliet test suite. We examine the effectiveness of our approach in producing compilable and vulnerable code. Our results show that IntJect is effective, almost all (99%) of the code produced by our approach is vulnerable and compilable. We also demonstrate that the vulnerable programs generated by IntJect are semantically similar to the withheld original vulnerable code. Finally, we show that our mutation-based data transformation approach outperforms its alternatives, namely data obfuscation and using the original data.

Index Terms—Software Vulnerabilities; Vulnerability injection; Software Security; Software Reliability

I. INTRODUCTION

Fault seeding is a popular technique for assessing the bug-finding capabilities of test generators [1], [2] and assessing test suite thoroughness [3]. It is often employed to guarantee that specific types of faults are not present in the software under test [2], [4], [5] and to form test requirements that can judge the adequacy of testing [5]. The underlying idea is to seed bugs that encode the characteristics of the targeted faults and check the ability of bug-finding processes to uncover them.

Fault seeding usually involves syntactic changing the programs under test to inject faults that conform to the targeted fault type. Typically, faults are seeded based on syntactic patterns [5] that change benign code into buggy code. While effective, such an approach usually results in trivial faults [4] and numerous false positives, i.e., faults not belonging to the targeted fault class. This issue has the unfortunate effect of producing misleading test assessments or bug-finding measurements as it obscures the computed scores. Trivial faults result in inflated measurements [3] while false positives result in deflated measurements and wasted resources [6].

Additionally, the design of security-aware fault injection methods has received particularly low attention. Most previous works aim to inject logical faults [5]. Hence, it remains challenging to inject security-related faults for security testing and test assessments. To deal with this issue, we propose a vulnerability injection approach (called IntJect) that aims at injecting specific types of security-related bugs.

Some researchers have proposed security-related fault seeding approaches such as Lava [1] and Pitest [7]. However, these approaches are limited to few predefined patterns and they make working assumptions that inhibit their general purpose application and extension. For instance, Lava [1] injects vulnerabilities by introducing guard conditions that reflect the path conditions of a given test case. This means that the resulting vulnerable codes are dependent on the provided test cases and the path conditions, they do not capture the vulnerability context or the type of the intended bugs. Similarly, Pitest [7] injects blindly a number of supported fault patterns/types without any consideration of the fault context. More importantly, both approaches require significant efforts to be applicable to other languages and vulnerability types.

This work addresses these challenges by proposing the first intent-based vulnerability injection method (IntJect) which seeds specific types of security-related bugs by learning their context from given examples. Automatically learning from examples is an important direction of research, especially considering the plethora of new vulnerabilities reported over time. Thus, we propose IntJect—a learning-based method that effectively learns both the context of the code (e.g., where vulnerability is to be injected) and the syntactic transformation required to inject these vulnerabilities.

This is particularly challenging because learning-based methods are data-hungry, they require rich and large datasets to be effective. However, such vulnerable datasets are unavailable or scarce in practice [8]. To deal with this issue, IntJect effectively learns from few examples using a combination of NLP (natural language processing) methods and semantic-preserving program mutations (at the bytecode level). This combination allows to effectively learn both the vulnerability intent (i.e., context) and the required syntactic transformation from benign to vulnerable code.

Specifically, given a set of known vulnerabilities (containing benign and vulnerable code pairs), IntJect automatically infers their patterns by repeatedly mutating the vulnerable...
and clean code examples using semantic-preserving mutations. These mutations aim to ensure that INJECT learns the context of the vulnerable code in a manner that is general and applicable to other programs, other than the initial examples.

The vulnerability intent is learned through a neural machine translation (i.e., Seq2Seq) model. The main idea is to learn the vulnerability context (e.g., vulnerability-related variables, conditions and methods). It is important to capture vulnerability context since it allows to select tokens within a context and reason about the vulnerable code transformation.

We evaluate the performance of our approach using 1,275 vulnerabilities belonging to five (5) CWEs provided by the Juliet test suite. We examine if INJECT effectively injects vulnerabilities in benign code by checking if the resulting code is valid (compilable) and vulnerable. We then analyse the contribution of our semantic-preserving mutations to the effectiveness of our method. To show that our model indeed captures the vulnerability intent, we investigate the semantic similarity of the vulnerable code generated by INJECT to the original vulnerable code in the dataset. Figure 1 presents an example of vulnerability intent learned by INJECT.

Our results provide empirical evidence that INJECT is effective in generating syntactically valid yet vulnerable code, almost all (99%) of the code produced by INJECT is vulnerable and compilable. Furthermore, INJECT injects vulnerabilities that are semantically similar to real vulnerable code. This shows its utility for evaluating vulnerability-detection tools. Finally, we observe that our mutation-based data transformation approach contributes to the performance of INJECT. It outperforms the state-of-the-art data sources, i.e., only data obfuscation and only the original data. This result encourages the adoption of INJECT’s mutation technique to augment data for similar code learning-based applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents an overview of our approach and Section III discusses our methodology. Section IV presents our experimental setup, and Section V reports our results. Sections VI and VII discuss threats to validity and related work. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.

Fig. 1: Motivating Example showing a program containing a vulnerability (CWE 129), and the the vulnerability context learned by INJECT to enable effective vulnerability injection in benign code.

II. OVERVIEW

This section illustrates the challenges with learning-based vulnerability injection with an example and demonstrates how our approach (INJECT) addresses this problem.

A. Motivating Example

Consider a program (shown in Figure 1a) containing a well-known vulnerability (CWE-129), namely the improper validation of an array index obtained from the program input. To be valid, the array index must: 1) be greater than or equal to zero and 2) be strictly less than the array length (“benign” line 3). The absence of the first conditional check 1) creates a vulnerability (see “vulnerable” line 3, in Figure 1a), allowing for negative indices to be sought for in the array. This may lead to illegal memory access and buffer underflow. Indeed, an attacker can exploit this vulnerability to craft memory-related attacks, e.g., resource leakage (see CWE-839).

B. Intent of Vulnerability Injection

Given a pair of benign and vulnerable code samples (e.g., Figure 1a), the goal of vulnerability injection is to successfully seed the vulnerability captured in the vulnerable code into an unseen benign code. We posit that to successfully inject such a vulnerability into an arbitrary benign code, it is important to learn the intent of the vulnerability. This intent is composed of the program syntax and the vulnerability context, i.e., the code (e.g., variables and methods) surrounding the vulnerability.

1) Syntactic difference: In this motivating example, the program syntax is captured by the syntactic difference between the benign code and vulnerable code. It is important to learn the type of code snippets to add, delete or modify to successfully inject a vulnerability into an arbitrary benign code. However, this is not sufficient since inserting the learned syntactic difference or pattern in any random if condition does not necessarily introduce the vulnerability. Specifically, a successful injection requires knowledge of the context of the vulnerability, i.e., the code sequences around the vulnerable code snippet.
2) Vulnerability Context: The vulnerability context is important to understand the code location and the conditions under which the vulnerability is effective. For instance, injecting the missing check into any other if condition in the program does not introduce the vulnerability. It has to be an if condition before the use of the array index, and the vulnerable code location has to be followed by a read operation from an external source. In our motivating example (Figure 1), the vulnerability context refers to the code sequences surrounding the vulnerable line(s) of code (lines one to eight). The context size principally depends on the NLP approach used and is set empirically (see Section IV).

C. Limitations of the State-of-the-art

In this section, we discuss the limitations of existing state-of-the-art vulnerability injection methods.

1) Limited Syntactic Patterns: Loise et al. [4] inspect manually vulnerable-benign (fixed) code pairs to derive security-aware mutation operators. By manually analysing the FindBugs [11] database, the authors created 15 mutation operators for injecting vulnerable mutants. These operators capture the vulnerability intents for each studied vulnerability. This work is limited by the fact that it manually captures vulnerability intents. Meanwhile, INTJECT automatically learns the intents.

Similarly, BUG-INJECTOR inserts vulnerabilities using predefined templates [12]. Unlike mutation techniques, Bug-injector determines the location of the injection by running test cases of the program to be altered by bugs and matching the execution information with templates preconditions. The vulnerability intent is predefined rather than learnt as INTJECT does. In contrast, IBIR exploits bug reports to identify source code locations to be made faulty and inverts program repair fixes to inject faults [13]. Notably, both BUG-INJECTOR and IBIR do not specifically target vulnerabilities.

2) Dataset Limitations: Learning-based vulnerability injection methods rely on learning vulnerability patterns from an existing dataset. Thus, the capability of the learned model is often limited to the program features available in the original dataset, meaning that changes in such features in an arbitrary program could reduce its performance. Hence, the original dataset influences the effectiveness of the vulnerability injection model. Moreover, the low variety of syntactic features as well as little context for the vulnerability reduces the injection accuracy. We posit that successful vulnerability injection in arbitrary code requires learning several vulnerability contexts and a varying set of program contexts. Hence, it is important to transform the original datasets with diverse program contexts that preserve the program semantics and vulnerability intent.

To address these dataset concerns, we propose a mutation-based data manipulation of the original dataset. Our data manipulation approach performs semantic-preserving program mutations on the original dataset to increase the diversity of program features as well as the diversity of program context surrounding the vulnerability. For instance, consider the motivating example (Figure 1). INTJECT mutated the original code to add a new variable initialization (in lines 5 and 7). This mutation preserves the intent of the vulnerability, while increasing the diversity of the program context.

D. INTJECT

The goal of this work is to learn both the program syntax and vulnerability context to enable the successful injection of seen vulnerabilities in unseen benign code. In our motivating example (Figure 1), INTJECT learns both the syntactic difference capturing the vulnerable statement (in line 3), and the vulnerability context embodied by the statements around the vulnerable code. Learning the combination of the vulnerability context and the syntactic difference is an effective gadget to insert vulnerabilities into arbitrary programs. Figure 2 illustrates how INTJECT works. It firsts transforms the original dataset into a mutated dataset via semantic-preserving program mutations. These mutations increase the diversity of the program syntax and varies the context of the vulnerability while preserving the program semantics and the vulnerability intent. Then, our sequence to sequence (seq2seq) transformer model learns both the program syntax and vulnerability intent. Our evaluation shows that INTJECT is effective in vulnerability injection because it learns both program syntax and vulnerability context from a diverse set of programs (Section V).

III. METHODOLOGY

Let us describe how INTJECT creates vulnerable programs from benign ones. INTJECT learns the vulnerability intent and program syntax via a combination of mutation-based data transformation and neural machine translation (NMT). It first transforms the training data using semantic-preserving mutations, then learns a vulnerability injection model via a seq2seq model [9]. Figure 2 depicts INTJECT’s workflow.

In the following, we describe in detail the workflow of our approach (INTJECT) in two main steps:

- **Step 1 - Semantic-preserving Program Transformations:** Given a dataset containing pairs of benign and vulnerable code, our approach (INTJECT) transforms the dataset via semantic-preserving mutations. In particular, it generates several instances of the code pairs that preserve the program semantics and the vulnerability. To achieve this, INTJECT applies bytecode level mutation to transform both the vulnerable code and the benign code into semantically similar, but syntactically different equivalents. It first compiles each benign/vulnerable program, then perform code transformations in the bytecode version of the program such that it does not break the vulnerable code semantics. We perform this step using a modified version of CONFUZZION [13] (see Section IV-C). INTJECT then decompiles the resulting mutated code pair into a new benign/vulnerable source code pair. This source code has a similar behavior as the original one, but it is syntactically different due to the mutation and decompilation steps. INTJECT also ensures that the transformations preserve the presence or absence of the vulnerability in the code using INFER [15]. The resulting mutated dataset allows our approach (INTJECT) to learn
the vulnerability intent under different circumstances, and discriminate it from the program syntax.

In addition, our evaluation involved examining the contribution of our mutation-based data transformation, in comparison to the state-of-the-art data transformation approaches (see RQ2 section V). These approaches include using the original raw dataset and using an obfuscated version of the dataset (Figure 2). Generally, obfuscation [16] attempts to protect code from being reverse-engineered, without modifying its functionalities. Precisely, it replaces all components given-names (like parameters, variables, etc.) by arbitrary names, thus, making code hard to read by unwanted users (i.e. attackers). In this work, we compare default INTJECT (i.e., using the mutated dataset) versus using an obfuscated dataset. Obfuscation is applied on each pair of vulnerable and benign code to yield new obfuscated pairs. Typically, the goal of such obfuscation-based data transformation is to prevent the model from associating irrelevant information with vulnerabilities and guide its learning towards their behavioral aspects. Obfuscation in this work was performed using the “Java Obfuscator” provided by “Semantic Designs” [17]. For both obfuscated and mutated pairs, we ensure the presence of vulnerabilities by relying on the INFER static analyzer [15]. Overall, we generated two additional datasets resulting from the aforementioned obfuscation and mutation operations, respectively.

- **Step 2 - Neural Machine Translation (NMT):** For this task, INTJECT starts by 1) performing vulnerable context abstraction, then 2) it splits the input (benign-vulnerable code pairs) into token-sequences, next 3) it feeds them to the Seq2Seq learning architecture (using a Bidirectional LSTM model, and global copy attention [9]) to train the model towards injecting vulnerabilities in benign code. The employed learning architecture uses supervised learning and back-propagation to learn the weights for inference/prediction. INTJECT training phase is based on a Sequence-to-Sequence (Seq2Seq) transformer model architecture popularly employed in learning-based language translation [18]. It employs a learning approach similar to that proposed by Chen et al. [9] which was designed to capture fault context for bug-fixing, i.e., automated program repair (APR). In this work, we re-purpose this architecture for vulnerability intent and injection, i.e., security-related fault seeding. Figure 2 shows the details of our NMT training phase. In the training phase, we have adapted the hyper-parameters to avoid over-fitting to the input dataset and to increase the prediction performance of the model, particularly for unseen code (see Sections IV-F and IV-F). After model training, the outcome of our training step is a Seq2Seq model which generates vulnerable code snippets, and inject vulnerabilities. In the inference mode, given a benign code, INTJECT uses the token generator of the resulting model to generate the vulnerable version of the benign code.

### IV. Experimental Setup

In this section, we discuss our research questions (RQs) and provide details about our experimental setup.
A. Research Questions

We design and conduct experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of INTJECT (RQ1) and the contribution of our semantic-preserving mutations (RQ2). We also investigate the semantic similarity of the vulnerable code generated by INTJECT to the vulnerable code in the original dataset (RQ3). Specifically, we ask the following research questions (RQs):

- **RQ1 Effectiveness**: How effective is our approach (INTJECT) in generating valid and vulnerable code?
- **RQ2 Semantic-Preserving Program Mutations**: What is the contribution of our mutation-based data transformation approach to the effectiveness of INTJECT? How does it compare to alternative datasets, i.e., using the original dataset or an obfuscated dataset?
- **RQ3 Semantic Similarity to Original Vulnerable Code**: How semantically similar are the vulnerable code generated by INTJECT to the original vulnerable code (from the dataset), in terms of program dependence?

B. Vulnerability Dataset (CWEs) and Oracle

1) Vulnerability Dataset: In this work, we use the Juliet Test Suite (version 1.3) [19]. This vulnerability dataset was created by the Center for Assured Software (CAS) of the National Security Agency (NSA) to assess the capabilities of static analysis tools to detect some vulnerabilities coming from the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) – a collection of known software security issues [20]. It contains well-known security issues in software systems, including 11 of the 2011 CWE/SANS 25 topmost dangerous software errors. Each CWE contains “test cases” that demonstrate specific vulnerability (or CWE). These test cases are created using a “Test case Template Engine” tool or manually injected into different benign source code snippets. In this paper, we employ 1275 vulnerabilities containing five (5) CWEs from the Juliet Dataset. We have chosen these five CWEs and the Juliet dataset due to their high prevalence in typical software systems and popularity in the research community, notably in vulnerability detection [21] and vulnerability analysis [22]. Table I provides details about our vulnerability dataset. Our dataset contains 4060 test cases, i.e., Java programs containing at least one vulnerability and several benign versions of the method. In our setting, a test case refers to a Java program from the Juliet dataset containing at least one vulnerable method and several (two to four) benign methods. From each test case, we obtain several pairs of vulnerable and benign code.

2) Oracle: We used INFER [15], a static analyser developed by Facebook, to determine the presence or absence of a vulnerability in a program. INFER detects security vulnerabilities in Java or C (C++, Objective-C) programs via static program analysis. We validate that our test oracle (INFER) works correctly via a preliminary evaluation on the vulnerability dataset. We test that for all code pairs in our dataset, INFER (a) does not miss-classify a benign code as vulnerable, (b) correctly identifies a vulnerable code snippet, and (c) detects the specific vulnerability (CWE) in the vulnerable code.

C. Experimental Datasets

In our experiments, we train INTJECT on three different datasets, namely the (1) original dataset from the Juliet dataset, (2) an obfuscated dataset and (3) the default mutated dataset produced by our semantic-preserving program mutations. In the following, we describe each dataset:

1) Original Dataset: Table I provides details on the data preparation of the original (raw) dataset. This is the original vulnerability dataset which can be directly used for training without any data transformation or abstraction. For this dataset, we obtained 6991 pairs from 4060 test cases. We then filtered for pairs with the token restriction (<150 tokens) resulting in 1347 instances. We also removed duplicated or identical benign methods to finally obtain 1275 program pairs.

2) Obfuscated Dataset: In this work, we employ obfuscation to abstract the code syntax while retaining the semantics. This is to create a dataset that is more general than the original raw data since it abstracts away syntactic sugar. We compare the performance of our approach using the obfuscated data to that of our semantic-preserving program mutations. To obfuscate the original dataset, we use the tool “Java Obfuscator” developed by “Semantic Designs” [17].

3) Mutated Datasets: In this work, we propose the use of semantic-preserving program mutations to transform an original dataset into a rich and diverse one that allows to learn the vulnerability intent under varying contexts. To mutate the original dataset, we employ CONFUZION [14]. Basically, CONFUZION is a mutation-based feedback-guided black-box JVM fuzzer, which is focused on the type confusion vulnerabilities detection. In our case, the interesting component of this tool is the mutation module. CONFUZION supports several program mutations at the method and class level. However, for this work, we employ only the semantic preserving mutations at the method-level detailed in Table II. To this end, we adapt the tool to our needs, mainly by disabling some mutation operators, targeting the input code instead of the JVM classes, and incorporating it to the pre-processing phase of INTJECT. Then, we run it on our dataset, generating 50 mutants per vulnerable code. Thus, ending up with 50 mutated vulnerable codes for every target code pair. To generate the benign version of the vulnerable mutated versions, we applied the same changes (caused by the mutation) on the original benign version. Finally, we ensure that these mutations are semantic-preserving for each pair of vulnerable and benign code by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CWEs</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th># Instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>Improper validation of array index</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>Uncontrolled format string</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>Integer overflow</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>Integer underflow</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>369</td>
<td>Divide by zero</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Raw Data          Original dataset          1275
Obfuscated Data   Obfuscation Data Manipulation 1275
Mutated Data      Mutation-based Data Manipulation 2227
TABLE II: The Mutation Operators used from Confuzzion (adapted from [14])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Mutation operator</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>AddLocalMutation</td>
<td>adds a new local variable and generates a corresponding object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AssignMutation</td>
<td>assigns an existing value to a new variable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CallMethodMutation</td>
<td>adds a method call and generates the necessary arguments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Data Preparation of the mutants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter / Dataset</th>
<th>Raw</th>
<th>Mutated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Test cases</td>
<td>4060</td>
<td>21487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Instances</td>
<td>6991</td>
<td>39464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Instances (# tokens &lt;= 150)</td>
<td>1347</td>
<td>15000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Instances unique</td>
<td>1275</td>
<td>2227</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

using INFER; where we check that the vulnerability is present in the vulnerable code and absent in the benign code. Table III shows the details of the mutated datasets in comparison to the original dataset, in terms of the number of test cases and resulting program pairs (“instances”). Our mutation-based data transformation produced 75% more instances after performing 50 mutations per test case. We also remove the equivalent mutants resulting from this step.

D. Research Protocol

1) Data Preparation and Pre-processing: First, we pre-process the original dataset from the Juliet Test Suite [19] to obtain the pairs of vulnerable and benign code. This dataset was analysed, filtered and prepared to obtain the code pairs applicable for our settings. For instance, we filtered for code instances that are no more than 150 tokens due to token length limitations of employed learning frameworks. This is in line with settings found in related works [9, 23].

2) Preliminary Experiments with Test Oracle: We then feed all code pairs from our dataset to INFER for analysis to ensure that all vulnerable code can be detected and correctly classified. We also ensure that benign codes are not misclassified. In fact, we conduct all the experiments with all code pairs from our dataset to INFER ("instances")..

3) Data Transformations: Next, we perform the two data transformations on the dataset, namely data obfuscation and semantic-preserving program mutations. These transformations resulted in two more datasets, which we call respectively the obfuscated dataset and the mutated dataset.

4) Model Training: We perform a preliminary hyper-parameter setting and tuning (reported in subsection IV-F). We then train INTJECT on each dataset using the Seq2seq library in OpenNMT [18] for fixing bugs – SEQUENCER [9]. We call the resulting model INTJECT with mutated dataset, original (raw) dataset or Obfuscated dataset. We also train under different model configurations (i.e., 2,000, 6,000 and 10,000 model training iterations). All reported results (e.g., Table IV) are over a five-fold cross-validation.

5) Experimental Data Analysis: In our analysis, we assess the performance of our approach (INTJECT) to inject vulnerabilities into benign code snippets. In particular, using metrics described in subsection IV-E, we analyse the effectiveness of INTJECT for the different datasets and model configurations (RQ1). We also analyse the performance of our semantic-preserving mutations (RQ2) and the semantic similarity between the generated code by INTJECT and the original vulnerable code (RQ3).

E. Metrics and Measures

1) Predictive Accuracy: We compute the following metrics for all experiments, resulting INTJECT models, different model configurations (2000, 6000 and 10000 iterations) and datasets (original, obfuscated and mutated datasets):

- Ratio of compilable predictions: This is the proportion of programs generated by INTJECT that are syntactically valid code, i.e., could be compiled by the Java Compiler.
- Ratio of vulnerability inserted: This refers to the proportion of programs generated by INTJECT that were determined to be vulnerable by INFER.

2) Semantic Difference (SOOTDIFF): To determine the semantic similarity between the vulnerable code generated by INTJECT and the original vulnerable code, we use the difference at the bytecode level to abstract away the syntactic differences. To this end, we used SOOTDIFF [24], a tool designed to identify if two bytecodes are from the same source code. It allows to determine if the bytecode representation of the original vulnerable code matches that of the code generated by INTJECT. Consequently, a match of both bytecodes allows to determine that they are semantically similar, that is, they represent the same vulnerable program behaviour. A difference allows to measure the degree of mismatch at the bytecode level, which shows that even if the vulnerability is present in both code snippets (as determined by INFER) there is a degree of behavioral difference between both codes. We have selected SOOTDIFF for our computations since it is more reliable than bytecode or syntactic code clone detection. Besides, it shows behavioral differences (e.g., differences in program dependencies), and abstracts away syntactic differences.

3) Levenshtein Distance: We use the popular levenshtein metric [25] as a semantic distance metric to measure the difference reported by SOOTDIFF. To compute this, we report the Levenshtein distance between all differing instructions between the two code snippets, i.e., the original vulnerable code in the dataset and the code generated by INTJECT.

F. Training Configurations & Settings

Main Hyper-parameters: We set the seed size to one (1) for all experiments to mitigate randomness and allow to replay/compare all experiments in a balanced setting. Our model training involves two (2) encoder and decoder layers, with a Bridge...
layer between the last encoder state and the first decoder state. The models are trained using an RNN architecture, in particular an LSTM [26]. We also employ global attention and copy mechanisms to improve the capabilities of the model.

**Preliminary Experiments:** First, we conduct a preliminary experiment to determine the hyper-parameter setting for our approach, using 24 manipulated instances containing five (5) CWEs from the Juliet dataset. The goal of this experiment is to perform a parameter sweep of variables under varying circumstances to determine stable parameter values across board and avoid over-fitting. In this experiment, we also train with the mutated and the obfuscated test datasets to determine the appropriate parameters. Experimenting with these different transformed datasets helps to ensure that the parameters are not over-fitted to a specific dataset and the approach works.

**Evaluation Metrics:** For each parameter setting, we evaluate the performance of each model by computing the accuracy of the model based on the statistics provided in the OpenNMT framework [1]. We compute the accuracy as follows: \[
\text{Accuracy} = 100 \times \frac{\text{number of correct}}{\text{number of words}}
\]
In addition, we conduct a manual analysis of the predictions to understand how the model reacts to each parameter modification. This allows to determine the stable parameter setting for our experiments.

**Hyper-parameter Tuning:** In a preliminary experimental phase, we examine combinations of the following hyper-parameters: `earlystopper`, `GRU versus LSTM`, `Three versus two layers`, `100 vs. 250 vs. 500 vocabulary sizes`, `16 vs. 32 vs. 64 batch sizes`, `100 vs. 256 vs. 512 word vector sizes`, `absence vs. presence of the bridge layer` and `100, 256 and 500 RNN sizes`. From this investigation, we determine the best-performing parameter setting to be used in our experiments, which is the following: training with an RNN of size 256 (same as in Tufano et al. approach [27]), using a batch size of 32 and Word vec size of 256 (similarly to Sequencer [2]) and a vocabulary size of 250, which fits within the range of sizes used by other notable NMT approaches; between 129 and 1000 vocabulary sizes [9], [28], [29].

Our model is trained using two layers for the encoder and the decoder model, in particular, we employ a bidirectional LSTM for the encoder and a simple LSTM for the decoder. Our token generator also employs attention and copy mechanisms.

**Model Training and Testing:** Overall, InTJECT was trained on our mutated dataset containing 2227 instances. In addition, we trained two models for comparison as baselines, one model was trained on the raw dataset and a second on the obfuscated datasets. Both the raw and obfuscated datasets contain 1275 instances each. For all trained models, we conducted a five-fold cross-validation, with an 80%-20% train-test split.

**G. Implementation Details and Platform**

Our approach (InTJECT) and experimental analysis were implemented in over 2KLoC (2281 LoC) of Python code.

![Fig. 3: Performance (Accuracy) of InTJECT at different model configurations (training iterations) for different datasets (original raw, obfuscated and mutated datasets)](image)

Our implementation is built on top of the OpenNMT framework in Pytorch on a DELL computer with an Intel(R) Core i7 2720qm running Windows OS equipped with a Debian virtual machine (VM). All our prototypes are single-threaded. Experiments were conducted on Google Collab (free edition) with 13 GB of RAM, 40 GB of Hard drive, CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 2.30GHz, GPU Tesla T4.

**V. Results**

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of InTJECT in vulnerability injection. We also examine the contribution of our mutation-based data manipulation approach and the semantic similarity of the vulnerable code generated by InTJECT to the original vulnerable code.
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A. RQ1 Effectiveness

In this experiment, we investigate the effectiveness of our approach (INTJECT) in successfully injecting a vulnerability into benign code. Specifically, given benign code, we examine the effectiveness of INTJECT in transforming the benign code into vulnerable code. This experiment employs the default setting of INTJECT, i.e., using the dataset produced by our mutation-based data manipulation approach. Table IV (“Default (Mutated)” column) provide details of the effectiveness of INTJECT under this setting.

We found that our approach (INTJECT) is effective in injecting security vulnerabilities into benign code. Almost all (99.67% of) programs produced by INTJECT are compilable, and most (99.34% of) programs produced by INTJECT are both vulnerable and compilable (see Table IV “Default (Mutated)” column). This result suggests that our approach effectively learns both the intent of the vulnerable code as well as the program syntax required to inject these vulnerabilities. Figure 3 further shows that default INTJECT (with mutated data) is effective (96 to 99%) across different model training configurations (i.e., 2,000, 6,000, and 10,000 training iterations). However, we observed that INTJECT performs best at higher training iterations (6,000 and 10,000). Overall, INTJECT is highly effective (up to 99% accuracy) in vulnerability injection across datasets, albeit its default mutated data mode consistently outperforms the alternative data manipulation approaches (raw and obfuscated data). We believe INTJECT is effective in vulnerability injection because it accurately learns the intent of the vulnerability, i.e., the context of the vulnerability as well as the program features required to effectively inject these vulnerabilities.

```
INTJECT is highly effective in injecting software vulnerabilities into benign code: Almost all (99.34% of) programs produced by INTJECT are vulnerable and valid.
```

B. RQ2 Semantic-preserving Program Mutation

This experiment examines the contribution of our semantic-preserving mutation-based data transformation approach to the effectiveness of INTJECT. To address this, we evaluate how INTJECT performs given the three different datasets, namely the original raw dataset, an obfuscated dataset and a mutated dataset produced by our data transformation approach. In particular, we compare the performance of INTJECT when using mutation-based transformation approach versus the original raw dataset or the obfuscated dataset. Figure 3 and Table IV (“% Impr. over Raw/Obf. Data INTJECT using Mut. Data”) highlight the results of this experiment.

Our results show that INTJECT is (up to 6.28%) more effective in vulnerability injection than the original dataset or the obfuscated dataset. Specifically, Table IV and Figure 3 show that mutation-based data transformation improves the accuracy of INTJECT over the original dataset and the obfuscated dataset by 0.35% and 6.28%, respectively. Inspecting the number of generated compilable code, INTJECT (with the mutated dataset) is better than the obfuscated dataset but comparable to the original raw dataset. In comparison to the obfuscated dataset, our mutation-based data transformation improves the percentage of compilable code by 4.30%. We also observed that this performance is comparable to that of the original dataset, it is only slightly (-0.25%) less effective than the original dataset. The performance of our mutation-based data transformation suggests that it is comparable to the original dataset, but more effective than the obfuscated dataset. This is due to the semantic-preserving nature of our program mutations and its ability to increase the diversity of the vulnerability context.

```
The mutation-based data transformation of INTJECT is (6.28%) more effective in vulnerability injection than the obfuscated dataset and comparable to the raw dataset.
```

C. RQ3 Semantic Similarity to Original Vulnerable Code

In this experiment, we compare the semantic similarity of the vulnerable code generated by INTJECT to the original vulnerable code in our dataset. For each generated code pairs, we examine if the vulnerable code generated by INTJECT is semantically similar to the original vulnerable code in the vulnerability dataset by comparing the difference in the bytecode representation of both programs, using SootDiff [24]. This gives the difference in the program dependence between both programs while abstracting from syntactic sugar such as specific variable names. For a balanced evaluation, we do not account for the distance between String values because of the obfuscated dataset to avoid inflated computation of semantic differences. We report the semantic difference in terms of the Levenshtein difference between the bytecode representations of both programs. Table V and Figure 4 show the results of this experiment for each dataset and configuration.

Our evaluation results show that given benign code, INTJECT generates vulnerable code that are highly semantically similar to the original code in the dataset. Specifically, the semantic difference between the generated code by INTJECT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generated Code</th>
<th>Default (Mutated)</th>
<th>INTJECT with Raw Data (Obfuscated Data)</th>
<th>% Impr. over Raw Data INTJECT using Obf. Data</th>
<th>% Impr. over Obf. Data INTJECT using Mut. Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Compilable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Vulnerable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- #1512 99.67% 1510 99.34% 1193 99.92% 1114 95.56% -4.36% 4.30% 
- #1141 95.56% 1116 93.47% -5.58% 0.35% 5.91% 

TABLE IV: Vulnerability Injection Effectiveness of INTJECT (using 10000 model training iterations and < 100 tokens). Best performance are in bold text. ("#" = “Number of”, “%” = “Percent of”, “Obf.” = “Obfuscated”, “Impr.” = “Improvement”)
and the original vulnerable code is very low, they share almost the same program dependence features. For instance, consider the experiments with IntJect (mutated dataset versus raw dataset) at 10,000 model training iterations which is the best performance across all settings. We observed that only 0.33% of the compilable code generated by default IntJect (using mutated dataset) are semantically different from the original code in the vulnerability dataset (last row, second column of Table V). This corresponds to about five (5) programs with semantic difference (SootDiff Levenshtein difference) less than 50 (Figure 4). Meanwhile, 2.36% of the compilable code generated by IntJect using the original raw dataset are semantically different (SootDiff > 0) from the original code in the vulnerability dataset (last row, third column of Table V), for the same setting. This corresponds to about 13 programs with Levenshtein difference up to 250 (Figure 4). Overall, Table V shows that most vulnerable code generated by IntJect match the original vulnerable code at the default configuration with 10,000 model training iterations. This is evident by the low Levenshtein distance (of zero at 10,000 iterations) between the vulnerable code and the generated code by IntJect (see Table V). These results suggest that IntJect generates vulnerable code that are highly similar to the original vulnerable code in the vulnerability dataset.

**IntJect automatically generates vulnerable code that are quite similar (semantically) to the original vulnerable code. This means that the program dependence difference between the generated and original vulnerable code is very low (frequently as low as zero).**

Additionally, we found that our mutation-based data transformation has the best performing semantic similarity. Comparing the semantic similarity of the generated code for the different datasets under different model configurations, we observed that our mutated dataset performs best, especially after 10,000 model training iterations. In this setting, IntJect using the mutated dataset outperforms the obfuscated and original dataset by up to 100% reduction in semantic difference between vulnerable and generated code (e.g., last column, last row of Table V). This performance is followed by the raw dataset and the obfuscated dataset (Figure 4) further shows that default IntJect (with the mutated data) outperforms both the original dataset and the obfuscated dataset in generating semantically similar valid code. It generates fewer (5) valid programs that are semantically different from the original dataset and it has a very low Levenshtein distance.

Inspecting the effect of model training iterations, we observed that as the number of model training iterations increases, the number of generated programs that are semantically different (semantic difference > 0) from the original vulnerable code reduces to almost zero for the mutated dataset. At lower model iterations the number of semantically different programs is slightly higher at about 0.26% at 6,000 iterations and at the worst 2.83% at 2,000 iterations (see Table V). We observed that mutating the dataset outperforms the original dataset and data obfuscation. We attribute this performance to our semantic-preserving program mutations which improves the dataset diversity via varied vulnerability contexts.

**IntJect using the mutation-based data transformation outperforms both the obfuscated dataset and the raw dataset in generating semantically similar vulnerabilities.**

---

**VI. Threats to Validity**

This section discusses the limitations and threats to the validity of our approach, experiments and findings.
Vulnerability injection: PiTest (an extended version of PIT [31]) is a tool using syntactic transformations to seed vulnerabilities into a Java code by inverting the FindBugs patterns. The tool supports 15 mutation operators designed to insert security vulnerabilities on Java programs [7] using syntactic matches. As such it cannot automatically learn or extend this set without any manual effort and analysis as InTJECT. Moreover, PiTest does not consider the surrounding code context, where the patterns apply, restricting its ability to inject some complex types of bugs.

Lava is a tool developed to inject and validate buffer overflow vulnerabilities in C code. To do so, this tool inserts a bug by looking at situations where an input can trigger a read or write overflow [1]. The tool then introduces guard conditions, based on the trace of a test case that executes this location, such that when the conditions are met a vulnerability is considered to be discovered. In essence, this results in a case where every test traversing the trace of the test case that was used to inject the vulnerability also reveals it. Unfortunately, this method is only suitable for evaluating fuzzers as the resulting code is artificial, easily detectable by static analysis techniques, and of limited bug types. Moreover, generalizing it to other types of vulnerabilities remains a challenge. In contrast InTJECT can support multiple types of vulnerabilities and it can learn their intent and produce more natural vulnerable code.

Data transformation: Evilcoder [32] is a tool able to detect where to inject vulnerabilities and remove the security mechanism to make the code vulnerable, using a dataset transformation approach. It uses static analysers to find sensitive sinks matching bug patterns. This means that it only supports guard condition deletions. As this tool uses static analysis to inject vulnerabilities, its purpose is more to generate new test corpora than to evaluate bug-finding techniques.

NLP for Fault injection (not vulnerability injection): CodeBERT [33] is an NL-PL model designed by Microsoft researchers. This is a pre-trained model for Programming Languages. The usage of this model in the fault injection domain shows its ability to seed “natural” faults that we can say, semantically resemble real faults [34], [35]. Effectively, the faults injected resemble what a real programmer could write (regarding the programmatic rules, convention, etc) [36].

CodeBERT has also been applied for mutation testing [35], [36]. For this purpose, researchers used the Masked Language Modeling task that takes a sentence with one masked token and the goal of the model is to find the most likely tokens to replace it. This model can take up to 512 tokens as input, it then predicts the five best solutions for the masked token as output. Being already pre-trained on more than six (6) million programs, the tool can inject faults. It creates mutants that emulate the behaviour of real faults. We note that CodeBERT is not specifically trained on a dataset containing faults, but rather on general corpus of programs to learn the “language” of code [37]. However, unlike InTJECT, this approach does
not necessarily inject vulnerabilities or security-related bugs.

Tufano et al. [27] have also used a bi-directional RNN Encoder-Decoder to automatically insert bugs in code. The dataset used to train their model is a corpora of bugs-fixes from GitHub repositories from which they extracted pairs of vulnerable-benign methods of maximum 50 tokens. Their fault-injection tool is on the method-level. In fact, one method is supposed to implement only one task and contain enough context for the model. Hence, their model can take as input a method of maximum 50 tokens and should predict the buggy version of this method. They also experiment the same work with larger methods, up to 100 tokens but with lower prediction performance (when the prediction reintroduces the original bug) (around 6% vs around 20% for the 50 max tokens version of the tool). This work is focused on injecting faults in programs with no specific focus on security-related bugs. In contrast, INJECT is focused on injecting vulnerabilities into benign code snippets.

**NLP for Vulnerability Prediction:** Existing work in vulnerability prediction aims to define hand-crafted program features (such as libraries, function calls and code churn) that could be associated with vulnerabilities in order to detect such vulnerabilities [30], [39], [41]. Other approaches have proposed learning-based methods to detect vulnerabilities, in particular, using NLP techniques such as text mining (bag of words) [22], [33]. Unlike the aforementioned works, in this work, we are focused on vulnerability injection rather than vulnerability detection. Our approach is able to generate vulnerable code from clean benign code using a combination of semantic-preserving program mutations and NLP-based machine learning methods – Neural Machine translation (Seq2Seq).

**VIII. Conclusion**

This paper presents a vulnerability injection method (called INJECT) that captures program syntax and vulnerability intent via a synergistic combination of semantic-preserving program mutations and neural machine translation (Seq2Seq). We demonstrate that our approach effectively learns program syntax and vulnerability intent. INJECT is highly effective in vulnerability injection, almost (99%) code generated by INJECT are vulnerable. We also address the problem of improving an existing dataset while preserving the intent of the vulnerability in the original dataset. This is useful for improving the effectiveness of learning-based vulnerability injection methods. In addition, we show that our mutation-based data transformation approach is more effective than the baselines, i.e., the original (raw) dataset and obfuscated dataset. Finally, we demonstrate that our approach (INJECT) generates vulnerable code that is highly semantically similar (in program dependence) to the original vulnerable code.

Our contributions suggest a couple of potential future developments. At the dataset level, we would like to further explore eventual diversification of the program mutations process, in particular, to try other semantic-preserving transformations and operators. At the NLP model level, we would like to explore the benefits of using a transformer approach instead of an RNN. Such powerful models could in principle learn larger vulnerable intents. Using a pre-trained language model (such as CodeBERT) and fine-tuning it for vulnerability could address both large computational needs for training and scarcity of very large vulnerable datasets. Moreover, we plan to conduct a large-scale empirical study to compare the performance and usability of INJECT to similar vulnerability injection techniques (e.g., Lava and Pitest), using several open-source programs. Finally, we plan to explore the capability of our mutation-based vulnerability injection method (INJECT) to measure and assess the effectiveness of vulnerability detection methods (such as INFER).
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